
AN ANALYSIS OF MORALS AND ETHICS IN THE MOVIE QUIZ SHOW

Richard Goodwin also had his own view of morality and his views did not change throughout the movie. Robert Redford
in the movie Quiz Show shows that.

Only the contestants have continued to pay, and pay, and pay. Meanwhile, America liked his successor, an
attractive, disarming intellectual named Charles Van Doren, who was a member of one of America's great
literary families: his father, Mark, and his uncle, Philip, were beloved and respected. As Stempel grasps the
full extent to which the Van Dorens of this world will always outdo him, the camera beautifully handled by
Michael Ballhaus, in a film of deep, burnished colors gives the moment an added cruelty by simply gliding
away. In the end, he feels guilty about his ill-begotten gains and indirectly admits the truth. Redford , and the
conversation runs to erudite quips and quotations from Shakespeare. It works as a memory of the first decade
in which a society that used to sit on the front porch went inside and stared at the tube. Perhaps secretly
deceiving remained acceptable. Accusations that the popular show "Twenty-One" was rigged pitted truth
against half-truths, propriety against fraud basted in huge sums of money. His neighbors in Queens soon
recognize him as a star, a man who, before "Twenty-One," would have run through the sieve of society's
attention as does water through fingers. There are also little shocks along the way, as characters reveal that
they have standards we no longer much adhere to. But he cannot help himself; Charles himself has become
such a friend that he cannot bear to bring him crashing down. It was really America's conscience on trial when
the quiz show host beckoned for the answer; he not only asked for trivia, he also asked a moral question: Is it
okay to deceive the public for the sake of money? He does not admit to having been pressured by NBC to rig
the show. At first, he seems to have it all, but after that he looses it. The film's soundtrack, delectably sinister,
accompanies the opening credits with "Mack the Knife. And when Stempel blew the whistle on the whole
setup, a Congressional investigator brought the deception tumbling down. One of his investigations when he
was watching the TV show for several times unless he realized the different in the body language between the
contestant and the Questioner. Producer of Twenty-One, Enright coerces the contestants toward the rigging in
order to boost ratings. Like Clint Eastwood, Mr. Why are we effectively saving a falling Icarus? After all, who
is actually on trial? And then it asks us what we might have done, if someone offered us a lot of money and
popularity for pretending to be smarter than we were. By Craig K. Greatly surpassing the polite excellence of
his past work, Mr.


